
We hope you enjoy the show ! 
 
 
 

Let us know your thoughts in our  
post-show feedback survey using the QR code 
below, and be entered to win two free tickets 

to Matchstick Theatre’s next production! 



Punch Up Team 
Cast 

Duncan      Liam Fair 

Brenda      Stevey Hunter 

Pat       Henricus Gielis 

Host / MC      Shahin Mohammadi 
 

Creative Team 
Director      Peter Sarty 

Production Stage Manager   Chelsea Dickie 

Set Design      Sam’Gwan the Artist 

Set Design Mentor    Holly Carr 

Set Carpenter     Peter Mills 

Lighting Design     Matt Downey 

Sound Design     Deryl Amenya 

Sound Design Mentor    Jackson Fairfax-Perry 

Costume Design     Everette Fournier 

Mentorship Advisor    Tara Lynn Taylor 

Accessibility Coordinator   Sara Graham 

Producers      Alex Mills 

       Jesse Nervais 

       Jake Planinc 
 

Matchstick Theatre engages under the terms of the INDIE 2.2, professional  
Artists who are members of Canadian Actors’ Equity Association 

Punch Up has a run time of approximately 90 minutes. 

The Bus Stop Theatre is located in Kjipuktuk, meaning Great 
Harbour, located within unceded Mi’kma’ki. 

 
It is our shared responsibility to learn about the  

ongoing process of truth and reconciliation with the original 
caretakers of our land.  

 
Follow the QR code above to read the 94 Calls to Action listed in 2015 from the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. 

Matchstick Theatre acknowledges and appreciates the 
tremendous support of the City of Halifax, Arts Nova 

Scotia, and the Nova Scotia Cultural Youth and Activities 
Program for this production. 

And a special thanks to: 

Carri-Ann Blunden, Carolyn Carter, Sean Skerry, Beth Poulsen, Eastern Front 
Theatre, Stoo Metz Photography, Christian Ludwig Hansen, Audrey Eastwood, and 

Amelia George. 

Thank you to our  
Board of Directors: 

 

Juanita Peters 

Peter Henry 

Erika Isenor 

Kathryn Merchant 

Alex MacLean 

Mary Vingoe 



Director’s Note 

Three years ago Stevey came to me with the idea of doing this play. Three 
years ago we read this script for the first time as a cast over Zoom. Three 
years ago we laughed so hard that some of us may or may not have peed 
our pants. The past three years have not given much for us to collectively 
laugh about. Throughout the lockdowns and restrictions the importance of 
connection and human to human interaction became all the more apparent. 
We need to connect with one another. It’s how we process. It’s how we 
heal. Now, as we are able to gather in these capacities, I am grateful to be 
presenting a play that celebrates the joy of comedy and how that joy often 
needs to be born from sadness. From grieving.   

 
As a member of Hello City, one of the great joys of doing improv is that no 
show is the same. Every night is a new crowd, a new scene and new 
energy. Moments that are captured will exist only in the memories of the 
audience and performers. Theatre is very much the same. Same script, but 
it’s alive and in the moment. When Matchstick agreed to co-produce this 
production I knew it was a powerful combination. Like Hello 
City,  Matchstick thrives on its community support. What a beautiful 
opportunity to celebrate both the comedy community and theatrical 
community all in one space.  I am so grateful for their guidance and 
expertise as we have brought together a team of creative, inspired and 
distinct artistic voices. I am grateful for the stand up comedians who are 
sharing their voices each night. What a gift!  Let’s come together and Live, 
Laugh and Love. (oops)  

 
  - Peter Sarty 



Holly Carr (she/her) has gained national acclaim 
for her unique style of silk painting. She has 
participated in numerous group and solo shows 
and continues to exhibit nationally.  Holly has 
designed for theatre productions and large-scale 
public installations. In 2019 Holly won a Merritt 
Award for outstanding set design for “Half 
Cracked” a Neptune/Eastern Front collaboration. 
Her most ambitious installation to date is a larger-
than-life environment created out of painted silk, 
“Light in the Forest” for Acadia University Art 
Gallery which has been redesigned as a mental-
wellness multimedia theatre production, an App 
and a virtual world that was piloted at Acadia 
University. The project includes her recent 
children’s book” Light in the Forest”. Holly is also a performance artist; she paints large art 
works live on stage. Working with numerous performers including a cross Canada tour with 
Stuart McLean and the Vinyl Café, and with world renowned violinist Min Lee in 
Singapore.  Holly has also had successful performances with symphonies in Canada and the 
USA, Holly graduated from the NSCAD with a BFA, B.A.Ed.  Holly’s work can be found in 
numerous private and public collections. To see more of Hollys work, www.hollycarr.com  

Deryl Amenya (he/him) is a graduate of the 
Breaking Through the Screens for African 
Canadians film crew training program, and has a 
background in audio production, sound design, 
audio mixing. He was a Sound Collaborator on the 
production of The Mountain Top for Neptune 
Theatre (2019), Love, Peace & Hairgrease for The 
Charles Taylor Theatre & Media Arts (2022), and 
now a Sound Designer on Punch Up with 
Matchstick Theatre.  

Chelsea Dickie (she/her) is a stage manager, arts 
administrator, drama educator, and indie producer 
based out of Kjipuktuk/Halifax (originally from South 
Maitland, NS). She currently works as the 
Administration and Outreach Manager at 2b theatre 
company, and is one of the founders and Managing 
Director of Matchstick Theatre. She is also very proud 
to have sat as the past chair of the Bus Stop Theatre 
Co-op, the previous Coordinator of the NS High School 
DramaFest, and to be the recipient of Neptune’s 
Chrysalis Emerging Artist Award for the 2019 Merritts. 
Chelsea has stage managed many shows with a wide 
range of different wonderful companies such as 2b 
theatre company, Neptune Theatre, Nestuita’si 
Storytelling, Villain’s Theatre, Workshirt Opera, The 

Doppler Effect, Festival Antigonish, Theatre Arts Guild, and Terra Novella Theatre. 
With Matchstick she has produced and stage managed all of the company’s shows in their 
five years together. Including In On It, Bitter Rose and Bone Cage in 2017, Peter Fechter: 
59 Minutes, The Woodcutter, and The Little Years in 2018, Joyride and King of the Goats in 
2019, and most recently their series ‘Footnotes’, an Evening of 3 Short Plays by Hannah 
Moscovitch (Essay, USSR, and Mexico City) in September 2021.  



Special Stand-Up Guests 

Gil Anderson Clare Belford Trina James Travis Lindsay 

Luba Magnus Colin McGuire Shahin Mohammadi Adam Mya  



Matt Downey (they/he) is a queer non binary 
theatre artist from St John’s Newfoundland, freelance 
lighting/set designer, as well as the technical director 
of The Bus Stop Theatre Co-op. Since the pandemic 
hit they have expanded their focus to creating and 
supporting digital art and performances, with 
investment in making art accessible and finding fun 
projects to collaborate remotely. They have 
developed skill sets in projection design and 
generative art, animation, creative coding, video 
production, and Photography. Recently they created 
augmented reality content For LiveHeist’s award 
winning productions of Frequencies, and Princess 
Pride and Joy, and Animation and software 
programming for Friends First’s in development Sci-fi 
rock opera Journey To The Zone. Punch up marks their first return to lighting design since 
before the pandemic. Previous Lighting credits include Fatty Legs, Rings thru water (Xara 
Choral Theatre), The Blazing World, Chimes of Bedlam (The Villains Theatre) 

Liam Fair (he/him) is just happy to be here. He credits 
his father Rick for his passion of larger than life 
storytelling and his mother Brenda for his love of dry wit 
and a good laugh. He remembers fondly watching his 
friend Henri in The Seagull (FSPA) and this year 
performing in Unity 1918 (Two Planks), oh also  
The Aliens (Theatre in Space). Liam first saw Stevey as 
Puck in Midsummer Night’s Dream (FSPA) and was so 
happy to see them rock it in Fat Juliet (Eastern Front/
SBTS). They were both really good in the Fringe this year 
with their show F**K Island (Hello City). Liam has heard 
about theatres such as the National Arts Center in Ottawa, 
Neptune Theatre in Halifax, as well as has heard his 
friends mention some Shakespeare thing maybe in 
Scarborough.  

Jackson Fairfax-Perry (he/him) is an African Nova 
Scotian composer, producer, multi-instrumentalist and 
sound designer based in Kjipuktuk, Mi’kma’ki (Halifax, 
Nova Scotia) whose work blends synths, samples, acoustic 
instruments, and effects in a distinctive approach to 
creating music. Jackson studied music composition at 
Dalhousie University, and later worked as composer and 
sound designer for Keep Good (Theatre) Company’s live 
production of both Adventures, and Adventures, The Book, 
as well as Eastern Front Theatre’s sold out production of 
Stevey Hunter’s Fat Juliet, for which he won the 2022 
Robert Merritt Award for Outstanding Sound Design. He 
has performed widely in Canada and abroad as a member 
of award winning indie pop group Hillsburn, and has also 
performed with artists such as David Myles, Aquakultre, 
Ben Caplan, and Jerry Granelli, among others. Jackson also 
produces electronic music as TYNES, and will be releasing 
his debut album in early 2023.  



Tonya “Sam'Gwan” Paris (she/her), is an established 
Mi’kmaq & Afro Scotian artist-activist based in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia; which rests upon the unceded traditional 
Mi’kmaq territory. Her artwork has been featured in the 
award nominated 2020 Aboriginal Public Television 
Network production, Racism Lives Here Too, with Trina 
Roache and the production of Season 3 of DIGGSTOWN. 
Sam’Gwan is the Indigenous artist consultant and primary 
contributor for the hit television series set to be featured 
on the Fox & B.E.T networks in 2021-2022. Over the past 
5 years Sam'Gwan has had several art exhibits and 
installations within the N.S community. Most notably her 
contributions to the Dalhousie University Architectural 
Building, The Nova Scotia QEII Mental Health Unit, and as a 
2021 NSCAD Fall Artist in Residency. In 2022 she was 
shortlisted for the NEBA Viola Desmond Art Installation, 

and went on to be recognized by Arts Nova Scotia as Black Artist of the year for her most 
receipt exhibition Ava in Wonderland. 
Sam’Gwan has been a featured guest speaker at York University and The University of 
Miguel, for her work with the Proclaiming Our Roots, Archive Project. Her advocates voice 
has been featured multiple times with local community partners Dreadlocks & Kindness, 
Black Women in Excellence, the Mi’kmaq Friendship Centre, The Nova Scotia Career 
Development Associations and so many others! Coming in fresh off of Love Peace N’ Hair 
Grease & Hood Habits, Matchstick Theatre’s production of Punch Up will be the third play 
this year where she has been featured in Set Design for a stage play.  

Peter Sarty (he/him) is an actor, writer, composer and 
sound designer based in Kjipuktuk/Halifax. Peter is also 
a proud member of Hello City! As an actor, Peter has 
worked with theatre companies across the Maritimes; 
including: Zuppa Theatre, Eastern Front Theatre, Ships 
Company Theatre and Neptune Theatre. His film credits 
include: Sullivan’s Crossing (CTV), Diggstown (CBC) and 
Bystanders (AfroViking). Peter’s original sci-fi musical: 
Journey to the Zone has had workshop presentations at 
both the Mayworks Festival and Eastern Front Theatre’s 
Stages Festival. Most recently, Peter was the sound 
designer for Stevey Hunter’s solo show: When You Leave 
Please Say Nice Things About Me.  

Tara Lynn Taylor (she/her) East Preston, NS born; 
Manager of Light House GO streaming service; CBC 
Information Morning Cultural Columnist; Partner / 
Playwright/ Screenwriter / Director; Festival Director - 
Emerging Lens Cultural Film Festival; 2021 Recipient of 
the African Nova Scotian Music Awards Industry 
Development Award sponsored by the Black Business 
Initiative for her body of work in presenting musical 
theatre and film; a playwright, filmmaker, actress, Co-
Chair - Women in Film & Television; Visual Arts Nova 
Scotia member. Staged in summer and fall of 2022 was 
“Love, Peace and Hairgrease” co-produced with Eastern 
Front Theatre and "Hood Habits" the musical,  
co-produced with Light House Arts Centre.  

Everette Fournier (they/them, he/him) is an emerging 
artist practicing in both Tkaronto [Toronto,ON] and 
K'jipuktuk [Halifax], Mi’kmaqi [Nova Scotia]. Everette 
graduated from NSCAD University for their BFA majoring 
in Textiles and Fashion in 2021. Everette has dabbled in 
costume design, performance art, drag, film and music. 
He sees his practice as multidisciplinary and reactionary 
depending on each project they approach. Their 
conceptual work stems from creating small worlds within 
the folds of our own. Over the last year they have 
costume designed for PRUDE, by Lou Campbell, Fat Juliet, 
by Stevey Hunter and #IAMTHECHEESE by Josh 
MacDonald. Other projects include Macro Digitals: 
Connections, produced by Eastern Front Theatre, where 
they were the lead artist collaborating with four other 
artists to create a short film and immersive projection 
installation called The Unbetween.  

Henricus Gielis (he/him) is an actor-improviser-
comedian-artist-etcetera based in Kjipuktuk / Halifax. 
He first started honing his comedic craft as 
Detective Rivets O’Neill in the Holy Trinity Church 
Youth Group’s 2005 production of “A Case for Two 
Detectives” and has been barrel-rolling across the 
stage ever since. As an actor he has worked with 
regional theatres across the Maritimes; including 
Matchstick Theatre, Two Planks and a Passion 
Theatre, Neptune Theatre, Theatre in Space, Festival 
Antigonish, Ship’s Company Theatre, and 
Shakespeare by the Sea. As an Improviser Henri has 
performed all across the country and is a proud 
member of the award-winning improv troupe Hello 
City! Catch him next in Phyllis Rising Productions’ 
“The Crevice: Season 2” this March 2023. 

Henricus is dedicating this performance to his partner Gina, to his endlessly supportive 
family, and to anyone who has ever laughed. 

Sara Graham (she/they) is a deaf, and disabled 
creative, writer, comedian, activist, improviser, and 
workshop educator. Sara uses her work to advocate for 
wholeness in accessibility. Sara’s goal is to create art 
and spaces that acknowledge and address the need for 
inclusivity and accessibility for all. Sara graduated from 
Dalhousie University with a Bachelor of Science in 
Psychology and minor in Gender and Women’s studies. 
Sara has recently collaborated with Eastern Front 
Theatre, Keep Good Theatre, Lunasea Theatre, 
Mayworks, North American Indigenous Games, Villains 
Theatre, Zuppa Theatre and more. Through her work 
Sara hopes to create theatre, art, and creative spaces 
that are radically accessible.  
Sara is really excited to see their friends in Hello City 
shine and is grateful to work with her friends at 
Matchstick Theatre again. 



Alex Mills (he/him) is an indie theatre producer, musician, 
and Chartered Professional Accountant working in 
Kjipuktuk/Halifax. He is proud to sit as the current 
Treasurer for Theatre Nova Scotia, the Halifax Fringe 
Festival, and Zuppa Theatre, and he was previously the 
Treasurer of the Bus Stop Theatre Co-op during their 
recent capital campaign to purchase their building in 
2020. He was incredibly grateful when his work with all of 
these vital organizations earned him the Outstanding 
Volunteer award at the 2019 Nova Scotia Merritt Awards. 
Alex is one of the founding members and the Financial 
Director of Matchstick Theatre, and he has produced all of 
their shows to date, including: In On It, Bitter Rose and 
Bone Cage in 2017; Peter Fechter: 59 Minutes, The 
Woodcutter, and The Little Years in 2018; Joyride and 
King of the Goats in 2019; and their series ‘Footnotes’ an 
Evening of 3 Short Plays by Hannah Moscovitch (Essay, 
USSR, and Mexico City) in September 2021.  
Musically, Alex has played in pit bands for various 
theatrical productions such as Spring Awakening and 
Godspell, and he also plays bass guitar for a collection of 
local rock and dance bands. Including his funk cover band Elektrik Boogaloo from 2013-
2019, the Fleetwood Mac tribute band The Profit Shares in 2018, and now currently plays 
with Dolly and the Deadlines, a drag rock cover band, playing in venues all over Kjipuktuk.  

Stevey Hunter (they/them) is a queer trans 
nonbinary actor, comedian, and writer based in 
Kjipuktuk (Halifax, NS)They have been improvising with 
Henri and Liam since moving here in 2013 (that’s like 
almost a decade wow!!) In 2017 Hello City was born 
and they’ve been having fun making funnies with their 
best friends ever since. In Fall 2021, Eastern Front 
Theatre and Shakespeare by the Sea produced the 
premiere production of their play FAT JULIET, which 
had a sold out run and was nominated for 12 TNS 
Robert Merritt Awards. Most recently they performed 
their solo comedy show: When You Leave Please Say 
Nice Things About Me at LunaSea Theatre's SoloFest 
thanks to funding from the Canada Council for the Arts. 
Select Tv/Film Credits: FROM (Epix), Diggstown, 

Moonshine (CBC), Look At Me (Afro Viking) - Love to my family, friends, and improv 
community for always having my back xoxo 

Shahin Mohammadi (he/him) is an improviser/
actor from Victoria, BC who moved to Halifax in the 
fall of 2018. He received his improvisational 
training from Paper Street Theatre led by the 
legendary Dave Morris. His background is in 
education where he was a classroom teacher for 
ten years before deciding to complete his Master's 
in Adult Education. Today, Shahin is a regular 
ensemble member of the award winning improv 
company Hello City. When he is not on stage, you 
can find him at Seven Bays Bouldering climbing up 
the walls (both figuratively and literally)  

Jesse Nervais (he/him) is a Life Skills Facilitator, 
Fundraising Coordinator, Motivational Speaker and 
Activist currently based in Halifax, Nova Scotia. In 
2021 he founded Dreadlocks & Kindness, an 
organization that seeks to empower others through 
inclusive focused education, fundraising, mentorship 
and community collaborations. His most recent 
success was as coordinator behind the 2021 & 2022 
Stone Hearth Bakery Rainbow Bagel campaign! Over 
11,000 rainbow bagels were sold throughout HRM 
during this fundraiser proudly supporting both the 
Youth Project and Rainbow Refugee Association of 
Nova Scotia.  
For the past decade, Jesse Nervais has worked 
professionally across multiple industries including 
music performance & education, tourism, food & 
beverage. His recent focus has been on youth & 
young adult mentorship and career counseling as the 
youth navigator for the EDGE Program with Metro Works. In 2022 he was invited once 
again to collaborate with Halifax Public Libraries, featuring his impassioned wellness series, 
Conversations of Empowerment, tackling themes of self-love, anti-racism, mental health & 
allyship. Known for his innovative style and passion for problem solving, he is an active 
advocate for diversity, inclusion and the wellness of others. Jesse Nervais is an alumnus 
from the University of Lethbridge, and relocated to Nova Scotia in 2015. 

Jake Planinc (he/him) is the founding 
Artistic Director of Matchstick Theatre and 
Assistant Festival Director with the Mayworks 
Kjipuktuk/Halifax Festival of Working People 
and the Arts. With Matchstick, he has directed 
Daniel MacIvor’s In On It, Catherine Banks’ 
Bitter Rose and Bone Cage, Don Hannah’s 
The Woodcutter, John Mighton’s The Little 
Years, Michael Melski’s Joyride and Henricus 
Gielis’ King of the Goats. In 2018, Jake 
assistant directed two plays at Neptune 
Theatre: Mary-Colin Chisholm’s Half-Cracked 
and Drew Hayden Taylor’s In a World Created 
by a Drunken God. In 2021, he directed 
Matchstick’s readings of David French’s 

Leaving Home and Joan MacLeod’s Toronto, Mississippi. In 2022, he directed a site-specific 
production of Annie Baker’s play The Aliens behind Propeller Brewing with Theatre in Space. 
Jake has also worked as a production manager, producer, festival coordinator, and 
workshop assistant. He is currently an MFA Directing candidate at the University of Alberta.  


